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ABSTRACT. It i, ,hown that for a discrete group of hyperbolic motions of the unit
ball of R". there is a single construction of fundamental regions which gives the Ford
and Dirichlet region, as special cases and which also yields fundamental regiom
based at limit points. It is shown how the region varies continuously with the
construction.
The construction is connected with a class of limit points called Garnett points.
The size of the set of such points is investigated.

1. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to extend, to higher dimensions, some
recent results of the author and A. F. Beardon [2) concerning Ford and Dirichlet
regions for Fuchsian groups. We will show that for a discrete group of hyperbolic
motions of the unit ball in R", n :? 2, there is a single construction of fundamental
regions which gives the Ford and Dirichlet regions as special cases and which also
yields fundamental regions based at limit points. We consider also how the region
varies continuously with the construction.
The construction is intimately connnected with a class of limit points now known
as Garnett points which were introduced a few years ago by Sullivan [6). We give an
example to show the existence of Garnett points for groups in all dimensions and
consider the measure of the set of such points.
The geometric methods employed in [2) for the Fuchsian case are not so convenient in higher dimensions and we adopt in this paper an analytic approach instead,
using the Poisson kernel function. Even restricted to the Fuchsian case this approach
seems preferable in that some of the proofs are more direct and in one case we are
able to improve the result (compare Theorem I of [2) with Theorem I of the present
paper).
2. Preliminaries. We shall be concerned almost exclusively with Mobius transforms preserving the unit ball in R", n :? 2. We denote by B the unit ball and S the
unit sphere in R", thus
B

= {x: Ixl < l}

and

S

= {x: Ixl =

I}.

The Poincare metric p is derived from the differential dp = 21 dx 1/(1 the geodesics are the circular arcs orthogonal to S.

Ix 12) where
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Now suppose y is a Mobius transform acting
matrix of y at x by y'( x). This matrix is a positive
and this multiple, which measures the change of
1y'(x) I· It is known [1, p. 165] that, for any x, y E
(I)

in R". We denote the Jacobian
multiple of an orthogonal matrix
linear scale, will be denoted by

R",

Iy ( x) - y ( y ) I = Iy' ( x ) II /21 y' ( y ) II /21 x - y I.

If y preserves B then for any x E B

(2)
see, for example, [1, p. 166]. From (1) and (2) we observe that if z E B, wEB,
z =1= wand y is Mobius preserving B, then
(3)

(I -lzI2)(1 -lwI2)lz - w( = (I -ly(z)1 2)(1 -ly(w)1 2)ly(z) - y(w)I- 2.

For z E B, w E S\ {z} we define the function P( z, w) = (1 - 1Z 12) 1z - W 1- 2 which
is the familiar Poisson kernel (when n = 2). The following lemmas are quite routine
but help to fix geometric ideas.
LEMMA 1. (i) Suppose k > 0 and wEB are fixed. Then the set {z: P(z, w) = k} is
a noneuclidean sphere centered at wand of radius p where

/2} {
(
2 )-I/2 } - I.
1- l+k(I-lwl)

2 )- I
p=log { 1+ ( l+k(I-lwl)

(ii) Suppose k > 0 and wE S are fixed. Then the set {z: P(z, w) = k} is a sphere
internally tangent to S at wand of euclidean radius (1 + k I.

r

PROOF. Suppose k is positive and wEB. Let y be a Mobius transform preserving
B and such that y( w) = O. We note from (3) that
{z: P(z, w) = k}

=

{z: (I -ly(z)1 2 )ly(z)I- 2 = k(1 -lwI2)}

and this set is equal to

Thus the set of points y( z) forms a circle with center (euclidean and noneuclidean)
and of noneuclidean radius p where p is as given in the lemma.
at 0 (= y(
To prove part (ii) suppose k is positive and wE S. If z E B with P(z, w) = k then
I - 1Z 12 = k 1z - W 12. Using the scalar product in R" we see then that

w»

I-izi 2 =k(z-w)·(z-w)=klzl 2 +k-2kz·w
and so z . w = {k - I + (k + I) 1z 12}/2k. Using this we observe that
2

Ik(z - w) + zl = (k(z - w) + z)(k(z - w) + z)
= k 2 1z - wl 2 +lzl2 + 2klzl 2 - {k - 1 + (k + 1)lzI2} = l.
It follows that if P(z, w) = k, then Iz - k(l + krlwl= (1 + kr l and the result

follows.
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If 'I is a Mobius transform preserving Band wEB U S then we define

L(y w) = {z E B: p(z, w) = p(y(z), w)}
and we have the following result.
2. Suppose 'I is a Mobius transform preserving B.
(i) Ifw E B then

LEMMA

L(y,w)= {zEB:p(z,w)=p(y(z),w)}

= {ZEB:p(z,w)=p(Z,y-I(W))}.

(ii) If w E S andy does not fix w then L( 'I, w) is the part in B of a sphere orthogonal
to S. In fact, if V is a Mobius transform which maps B to the upper half-space of Rn
with V(w) = 00, then VeLey, w» is the isometric sphere of the transform VyV- I .
PROOF. To prove part (i) we consider a Mobius transform V which preserves B
and maps w to the origin. Using equation (3) we see that

and that

Thus

L(y, w) = {z E B: IV(z)1 =JVy(z)l} = {z E B: p(V(z),O) = p(Vy(z),O)}
= {z

E

B: p(z, w) = p(y(z), w)}

by the invariance of the metric p, and this is the desired result.
We now prove part (ii) and thus suppose that V is a Mobius transform as given in
the lemma. We note that w = V-I(oo) and choose x =1= w in S settingy = Vex). If
z E L(y, w) then, by continuity of P(z, w), we see that

(1

-lzI2)lz - xl- 2{(I -ly(z)1 2)ly(z) - x ( r -.

1

asx

->

w.

From (2) we see that the expression above equals

ly'(z)nV-IVy(z) - V-I(y)12IV-IV(z) - V-I(y)(
which, from (1), equals
-I

-I

2

IV'(x)IIY'(z)1 IV'(y(z))1 IVy(z) - yllv(z) - yl
Thus, since x converges to w iff y converges to
-I

»

00,

-2

.

we see that

IV'(z)IIY'(z)1 IV'(y(z))1

-I

= 1

and so I(V 'I V - I)'( V( z 1= 1. This means that V( z) belongs to the isometric sphere
of VyV- 1 as required.
REMARK. With 'I as given in the lemma, we observe that the set {z E B:
P(z, w) > P(y(z), w)} is a noneuclidean half-space, provided yew) =1= w. If wEB, it
is the half-space {z E B: p(z, w) < p(y(z), w)}. If wE S and V is as given in part
(ii) of the lemma then the set above is the V-I image of the exterior of the isometric
sphere of VyV- I.
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3. The fundamental region. We denote by r a discrete group of Mobius transforms
acting in the unit ball B of R". If wEB U S is selected then we define the set

Dw = {z E B: P(z, w) > p(y(z), w) all y E r\I}.
Note from (3) that D" is empty if any element of r fixes wand, from the remark
following Lemma 2, D" is a countable intersection of half-spaces and is thus convex
in the noneuclidean sense. Clearly Dw can never contain two r-equivalent points
and, in fact, it follows from Lemma 2 that if wEB and is not fixed by any element
of r (except the identity), then Dw is the Dirichlet region centered at w. If w E S is
not a limit point of r and is not fixed by any element of r (except the identity) then
Dw is the image of the Ford region for a conjugate group.
Even when w is a limit point for the group there is good reason to suspect that D"
may well be a fundamental region. In later sections we explain these ideas more fully
and will classify those limit points w for which D" is a fundamental region. In the
next section discuss how Dw varies with w.
4. Continuity. We recall the definition of convergence of a sequence of sets {A J in
R". Defining lim inf A; = U~I nk;;-.,A k and limsupA; = n~1 Uk;;-.;A k , we say
that {A;} converges to A_if lim inf A; = lim sup A, = A. Given a sequence w" in B
which converges to w in B we ask whether the regions D"" converge to D H • If wEB
this is almost trivial to prove. In the case where w E S we have the following result.
This result, in the case n = 2, improves on a result previously obtained by the author
and A. F. Beardon [2, Theorem I].
THEOREM 1. Let r be a discrete group acting in Band w E S. If w is not fixed by
any element of r (except the identity) and if w" is a sequence in B converging to w then
lim sup D...." C Dw' If we further assume that w" converges to w in a cusp then
D .... C lim inf D H ,,.
PROOF. Choose ~ E B and define the sets A,,(O = {z E B: P(z, w,,) >
By continuity of the function P in the second variable we see that

(4)

P(~,

w,,)}.

{z: P(z, w) > P(~, w)} C liminf A,,(O

and

(5)

limsupA,,(O C {z: p(z,

w);;. pet w)}.

~ r:f. D" then, by the remark following Lemma 2, we see that P( y( ~), w) >
for some y E r. Thus, from (4), y(~) E liminf A,,(~) and this means that for
n large enough ~ r:f. D"" and so ~ r:f. lim sup D .... ,,. This proves the first part of the
theorem.
To prove the second part of the theorem we choose ~ E B and suppose that
~ E D" and ~ r:f. lim inf Dw , where w" converges to w in a cusp. For infinitely many
n, ~ r:f. D" and there exi~ts a sequence Yn of elements of r with y,,(~) EA,,(O.
However, the set {z: P(z, w) < P(~, w)} n (U~=IAIlU» is compact in B (we prove
this later) and thus contains only finitely many r-images of f Thus the sequence y"
contains only finitely many distinct transforms. We see then that for some y E r,
y =1= I, yeO EAIlU) for infinitely many n and this contradicts (5) since ~ E Dw'

N ow if

P(~, w)
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It remains only to show that

(6)

{Z: P{Z, w) < P{t w)} n

(,91 An(O )

is compact in B. To do this we consider a Mobius transform U mapping B to the
upper half-space {z = (ZI' z2"" 'Zn): Zn > O} with U(w) = 00. The U image of the
set {z: P(z, w) < pa, w)} is the exterior of some horosphere at 00, namely a set of
the form {z = (ZI' z2'" .,zn): 0 < zn < k}. The U image of the balls A"U) are a
sequence of balls each containing U( 0 on the boundary and with centers approaching 00 in a funnel
{Z = (ZI' z2""'z,,): zf

+ zi + ...

+Z,;_I

< I}.

The U image of the set (6) is easily seen to be compact in the upper half-space and
the proof of Theorem I is complete.
5. A classification of limit points. In this section we develop a classification of the
limit points of a discrete group which will be helpful in the next section when we
consider for what limit points w the region Dw is a fundamental region. This
classification, although given in terms of the function P, is essentially geometric in
nature and describes how orbits approach a limit point in terms of horospheres at
the point.
Suppose r is a discrete group, w E Sand Z E B, and we consider the set of
positive numbers {P(y(z), w): y E f}. If this set is unbounded then, from Lemma 1,
we observe that the r-orbit of Z approaches w in arbitrary small horospheres. In
other words, any horospherical region at w contains infinitely many r-images of z.
This phenomenon is independent of our choice of Z and we say in this case that w is
a horosphericallimit point for r and write w E H.
Suppose now that sup{ P( y( z), w): y E f} is finite and is not attained. In this case
there is a critical horosphere at w with the property that the horospherical region it
determines has no equivalents of Z in its closure but that any larger horospherical
region meets the orbit of Z infinitely often. We say in this case that w is a Garnett
point with respect to the orbit of Z and write w E gz.
We remark that the notion of horospherical limit point was first introduced by
Sullivan, and that of Garnett point by Lucy Garnett-the reader is referred to
Sullivan's paper [6] for an account. The existence of Garnett points was first
established, for Fuchsian groups, in [3]. At the end of this section we give an
example to show that Garnett points exist for discrete groups in all dimensions and
that gz varies with z.
The only case now left to consider is when sup {P( y( z), w): y E f} is fini te and
attained. We have the following result.

r

LEMMA 3. If r is a discrete group, w E S, Z E Band z is not fixed by any element of
except the identity, then P( z, w) ;;;. P( y( z), w) for all y E r if and only if w E Dz .

If P( z, w) ;;;. P( y( z), w) for all y E r then we see that the horosphere at w
through z determines a horospherical region, say A, which does not meet the orbit of
PROOF.
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z. Now suppose ~ is on the geodesic ray a which starts at z and ends at w. The sphere
{x: p(x, 0 = p(z, O} and the horosphere aA both have (J as an interior normal at z.
Thus the sphere is internally tangent to the horosphere and the ball {x: p(x, 0 <
p(z, ~)} is contained in the horospherical region A and thus contains no f-images of
z. Thus the point ~ belongs to D z and, since this is true for all ~ on (J, we see that w
ED..
In the opposite direction we may reverse the argument provided we can show that
A = U~c"{x: p(x, 0 < p(z, O}. We have already seen that the right-hand side is a
subset of the left-hand side. Now choose x E A, let H be the horosphere at w
through x and a' the geodesic segment from x to w. The portion of a in A but
exterior to H has hyperbolic length 1', say. Now if ~ is chosen on a and f on a' with
1~1=1f1 then clearly p(z, 0 = I' + p(x,
We simply choose~, f of modulus so
< 1'/2 and it follows that
close to 1 that p(~,

n.

n

p(x,O < p(x,

f) + p(t f) < p(x, f) + I' = p(z,

~).

Thus every point of A belongs to a ball {x: p( x, 0 < p( z, O} for some ~ Ea.
For a nonfixed point z of B, the set of points of S which are f-equivalent to
boundary points of D z is commonly denoted E z . Thus E z = UYCry(D= n S) and we
have the following immediate corollary of the results in this section. This was first
observed by Sullivan [6] and is included for completeness.
THEOREM A. If f is a discrete group and z E B is not fixed by any element of f
except the identity then S = H U gz U E z .
We conclude this section with an example.
THEOREM 2. In any dimension n
Z2

(~2)

we may find a discrete group f and z"

E B such that

(i) gz, =1= 0,
(ii) go, =1= gz,

PROOF. For convenience we work in the upper half-space of R" and mimic the
proof for the two-dimensional case given in [3]. For integer j ~ 2 define the integers

_ ( J..,)2 ,

rj -

,-I

uj =

2

2:

,=1

rj

+ 'j

and the points of R"
Xj

= (uJ,O,O, ... ,O),

N ow define the spheres
SJ = {x E R"'. Ix - xl
J = r}
J'

S;

=

{x E R": Ix - x; I = 'j} .

Denote by Yj the Mobius transformation of R" which comprises an inversion in Sj
followed by the reflection (x" x 2 , .•• ,x n ) ..... (-x" x 2 , .•. ,XII)' For each j, Yj preserves the upper half-space and the isometric spheres of YJ , Yj-' are ~, S;, respectively.
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Observe that the collection of spheres defined above is pairwise exterior (except
that Si' ~+ I are externally tangent) and so the group r generated by the y)'} ;;. 2, is
discrete and the Ford region for its action in the upper half-space is precisely that
part of upper half-space which is exterior to all the Sj' Sj,} ;;. 2. If A = (0,0,0, ... ,0, 1)
in R" and f is the function on Rn which assigns to each point its last coordinate, then
we note that f( y( A» < 1 if y E r, y =1= J because A is exterior to all isometric spheres
in r. An easy calculation shows that
)
f(
Y/A)
= r/IIA -

Xii

2

= r/lu;

+

1 > (1

+ 21})

~2

for} ;;. 2.
If Y E r we may write y uniquely as a word in the generators Y2' Y3' ... and let
exp Y be the sum of the exponents appearing in this word. Define a subgroup G of r
by G = {y E r: exp y = O}. The closed horospherical region at 00 given by {x:
f( x) ;;. I} meets the r -orbit of A in precisely the point A. Thus, setting w = Y2( A) we
see that {x: f( x) ;;. I} n G( w) = 0. However, f( Yj( A» -> 1 as} -> 00 and, since we
may write y/A) = YiY2~I(W) (j;;' 3), we see that Y/A) are in the G-orbit of w. Thus
00 is a Garnett point for G with respect to the orbit of wand, clearly, it is not a
Garnett point with respect to the orbit of A. This proves the theorem.
6. A class of fundamental regions. In this section we will classify those limit points

for which Dw is a fundamental region. We first remark that, although the
hyperbolic metric in B does not extend to the boundary, the topology does-via the
well-known concept of horospherical neighborhoods of boundary points. Thus, in a
topological sense, Dw can be regarded quite naturally as a 'Dirichlet region' even
when w E S. In this section we prove

w

r

THEOREM 3. Let
be a discrete group and wEB U S. Then the interior of Dw is a
fundamental region for if and only if
(i) w is not fixed by any element of r (except the identity),
(ii) w is not a horosphericallimit point and
(iii) w is not a Garnett point with respect to any orbit.
PROOF.

P(y(z),

r

Suppose Y fixes w (y =1= J) and z E Dw. We observe that P(y(z), w) =
and so, from (1), (2),

yew»~

P(y(z), w) = P(z, w)IY'{w)1

~I

.

Since z E D w ' P(z, w) > P(y(z), w) and thus ly'(w)l> 1. Similarly, since y~1 also
fixes w, we have I (y ~ 1)'( w) I> I and w is exterior to the isometric spheres of both y
and y~l. This clearly contradicts the fact that y fixes wand we deduce that if (i) fails
then Dw = 0.
If condition (ii) fails it follows immediately from the definition that Dw = 0.
If condition (iii) fails then for some z E B, wE gz and so sup{P(y(z), w): y E f}
is not attained. This means that the r-orbit of z does not meet Dw and consequently
does not meet Int Dw. Thus in this case the interior of Dw is not a fundamental
region for r.
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We recall that Dw cannot contain two f-equivalent points; thus, the same is true of
its interior. To complete the proof of the theorem we must therefore show that
conditions (i)-(iii) together imply that any point of B has a f-equivalent in the
closure of the interior of D". Given any z E B these conditions imply that for some
y\ E f,
P(y\(z),w);;'P(y(z),w) allyEf.
We may as well assume that y\ is the identity and thus we need to show that if

(7)

P(z,w) ;;'P(y(z),w) ally E f,
then z is in the closure of the interior of D".
For any y E f the sphere L(y, w) = {x E B: P(x, w) = P(y(x), w)} divides B
into two convex subspaces
A(y, w) = {x E B: P(x, w) > P(y(x), w)}
and

C{y, w) = {x E B: P{x, w) < P(y{x), w)}.
I t is easy to check that w E A( y, w) if wEB and that w is on the boundary of
A(y, w) if w E S. It follows immediately from this and convexity that if z satisfies
(7) then all points of the open geodesic ray connecting z to w belong to A( y, w) for
all y in f. Thus, since Dw = nyErA(y, w), the open geodesic ray joining z to w is
contained in Dw'
Now given z satisfying (7) we find points Zi' 1 ~ i ~ n - 1, of B each of which
satisfies (7) and with the additional property that the interior of the noneuclidean
convex hull of the points z, w, z\""'z,,_\ is an open set in R". It is clear that this
can be done since every point of B has an equivalent satisfying (7). By our remarks
above, all points of the interior of this convex hull lie in Dw and so z is in the closure
of the interior of Dw' This completes the proof of the theorem.
We conclude this section by considering the region Doc for each of the groups f
and G defined in the proof of Theorem 2. If we denote by D the region of the upper
half-space exterior to all the spheres Sf' Sj,j = 2,3, ... , then it is rather easy to show
that, for the group f, Doo = D which is an open, convex, locally-finite fundamental
region. Since 00 is a limit point for f we see that our construction does indeed yield
new examples of fundamental regions based at limit points.
To find the region Dy, for the group G of Theorem 2 we note first that Doc =:J D
(since G is a subgroup of f). Calculations as performed in the proof of Theorem 2
show that for any x in the upper half-space f( Yj( x» .... f( x), f( y/( x» .... f( x) as
j --> 00. Now if x is interior to S" say, then f( Yi( x » > f( x) and so, for j large enough,
f(Yf~\ix» > f(x) and, since y/y, E G, we see that x is outside the closure of Dx;.
Thus D =:J Dey; =:J D. If x E Si thenf(y(x» <f(x) for all y in f except I and Yi' but
y, rt. G and so x E Doo' Thus we have shown that, for the group G, Dx = D.
7. The set of Garnett points. Given a discrete group f acting in B we define
G = U'EBg,.

In [6] Sullivan shows explicitly that gz has zero (n - I)-dimensional Lebesgue
measure as a subset of S. The much stronger result that G has zero measure is also
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implicit in Sullivan's paper but requires results on the ergodic action of the group on
the sphere S. In this section we give a more direct and elementary proof of this
result. It should be noted that, in dimension two, the result is implicit in the work of
Pommerenke [4] but that his approach requires a result of Frostman on Blaschke
products and will not generalize to higher dimensions.
THEOREM B. For any discrete group
Lebesgue measure as a subset of S.

r

the set G has zero (n - 1)-dimensional

°

PROOF. If w EO S, z EO Band < k < I, then z is interior to the horosphere at w of
radius k if and only if P(z, w) > (l - k)/k (see Lemma I). From the fact that
I z - W 12 = (z - w) . (z - w) we note that

2w . z = I + Izl 2 -Iz - wi 2 .
From this we have that

Iw - z/lzl12 = (w -

z/Izl)'

(w -

z/Izl) =

2 + (Iz

-

wl 2-lzl2 - I)/Izl.

Now P(z, w) > (I - k)/k if and only if Iz - Wl2 < k(l -lzI2 )/(l - k). Thus,
from the equation above, we deduce that P(z, w) > (l - k)/k if and only if

N ow suppose
0< k < I,
f(m, k) =

r

is a discrete group, write

{~

EO S:

I~ -

r

=

{'In: n

= 1,2, ... } and define for

'1m(0)/I'Im(0)11 2

< (I -1'Im(O)I)(2k - 1 + l'Im(O)I) l'Im(o) ((1

- k rl}

which is a "disc" on S centered at the radial projection of '1m (O).
Thus we have shown that w EO f( m, k) if and only if 'Im(O) IS mterior to the
horosphere at w of radius k. The next lemma provides the measure of the set
f(m, k).
LEMMA

4. For 1/ EO Sand>" > 0, set A = {x EO S: Ix - 1/ 1< >"}. Then

w(A) = M ["(Sin 0),,-2 dO
o

where w denotes the (n - I )-dimensional Lebesgue measure on S,

and M is a constant.

PROOF. We introduce polar coordinates in Rn as follows. Given a point
(XI' X 2, ... ,xn) in Rn set r = (x? + x? + ... + X~)1/2 and, for j satisfying 1 ~j ~ n,
define OJ to be the angle between thejth coordinate vector and
(0,0,0, ... ,0, x j , xj+I, ... ,x n ).
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Thus
OJ = arc Cos[

x;I (xl + ... x,n 1/2],

Proceeding inductively we can show that, for I <j
Xj

°

= r Sin

° Sin O

2 ..•

I

~

n,

Sin 0;- I Cos OJ

°°

and XI = rCos 1, Note that On = 0 or 'IT.
The Jacobian of the transform (r, 1, 2"" ,On-I)
inductively to be

->

(XI'

X2"" 'Xn) is calculated

r n- I (SinO I )"-2(Sin02 )"-3 ... (SinOn- 2 )·

Thus the volume element in polar coordinates is
r n- I (SinO I )"-2(Sin0 2 )"-3 ... (SinOn_ 2 ) dOl d02 ··· dOn-I dr

and the surface area element on the unit sphere is

°

°

(Sin 1),,-2(Sin 2),,-3 ... (Sin 0n-2) dOl d02 ... dOn-I'
Returning to the proof of the lemma, we may as well assume that 1J = (1.0, ... ,0)
and then, for XEs, 11J - X 12 = 2(1 - XI) where X = (XI' x 2 , ... ,xn)' From this it
follows that A = {x E S: 1 - "}..2/2 ~ XI ~ I}. Recall however, that XI = CosO I
and the lemma follows when we integrate the surface area element over A and set

M

= ["'["' .. ·l"'(Sin
o

0

0

°)n-~3(Sin °

3 )n-4

2

°)

... (Sin n-2 dO 2 ... dOn~1

which is an absolute constant-namely, half the (n - 2)-dimensional Lebesgue
measure of the uni t sphere in Rn- I.
As rn increases to infinity. the "disc" f(rn, k) shrinks to a point and, from Lemma
4, we see that

I

M { 2k ( 1 - Ym(O)
w(I(rn, k)) ~-;=t

as rn -> 00. To see this, replace Sin
and that"}.. is the square root of

° °
by

I)(1

- k)

-

I } (n-

1)/2

in the integral of Lemma 4, note that /-t ~ "}..

Now select two numbers 0 < kl < k2 < I and note that f(rn, k l ) C f(rn, k 2 ).
From the above, there exists 8 > 0 such that, for rn large enough,

We claim that the set of points lying in infinitely many f(rn, k l ) has the same
w-measure as the set lying in infinitely many f(rn, k 2 ). We follow Sprindzuk [5. p.
21] and define

J

=

oc

n

oc

ex;

U

1= I m=1

f(rn, k2);

B,

= U

m=1

f(rn, k l );

D,

= J\B,
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and it suffices to show that every D, is of measure zero. If this is not the case then D,
contains a point Xo of metric density. Since Xo E J for infinitely many m we have
Xo E /(m, k 2 ) and for such m
(8)

w[D",

n

/(m, k 2 )] ~ w[/(m, k 2 )]

(m

-->

00)

since w[/(m, k 2 )] --> 0 as m --> 00. On the other hand, the sets Dm and /(m, k,) do
not intersect if m ;;;'/, and hence Dm n /(m, k 2 ) and /(m, kJ are nonintersecting
subsets of /(m, k 2 ). Therefore
w(!(m, k 2 )]

+ w[D", n /(m, k 2 )]
;;;. ow[/(m, k 2 )] + w[Dm n /(m, k 2 )]
;;;.

w[/(m, k,)]

and so w[D", n /(m, k 2 )] ,;;;; (I - o)w/(m, k 2 ) which contradicts (8).
We have shown that for k" k2 satisfying 0 < k, < k2 < I the sets limsup/(m, k,),
limsup/(m, k 2 ) have the same w measure on S. The horosphericallimit set H is
given by
H

=

n limsup/(m, lip)
0'0

p=2

which, therefore, has the same measure as the set
x

A =

U

limsup/(m, 1- ljp).

p=2

However, A comprises those points of S at which some horosphere contains infinitely
many images of the origin in its interior. Thus G C A\H and we have w(G) = O.
This completes the proof of Theorem B.
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